An interface for specifying rigid-body motions for CFD applications is presented.
: Schematic of GMP implementation components. The core is a set of datatypes and standards, which are implemented with an XML file specification.
The XML file parser and analytic function parser provide low-level functionality.
An ANSI-C API is built on top of these, and is extended using SWIG[8] to provide an interface for all common interpreted languages. High-level applications implement a customized middleware layer on top of the API provided by GMP. by the application using the API for the function parser*. In thecurrent specification, a nomenclatureis adopted to describe theanalytic function da_atype, andoptionally thearguments which are expected. All numeric fields arespecified asanarbitraryfunction which takes noarguments, f(). If ananalytic function datatype is expected totake anargument oftimeintheinterface, it willbedescribed using f(t). A vector of 3 numeric fields, such asis used to describe a position, is specified asvector: f(). Similarly, implementing a 6-DOF model which can handle variable mass systems may not be necessary,, etc. These decisions are left to the application environment.
A discussion of some features of the implementation used in [9-11] is presented in order to provide further understanding.
One basic requirement of any implementation is the ability to easily transform between the body and inertial coordinate systems.
The aforementioned applications use homogeneous transformation matrices (cf. van Arsdale[13 D to represent the transforms, which are capable of uniformly representing translations, rotations, mirroring, dilation, etc. The net effect of any Transform or Prescribed command is then a cumulative matrix product of the individual transformations, applied in order (cf. Fig. 7) . When applying the Prescribed commands, a further step is necessary in order to account for the motion of the 
